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Proposal to The Wesleyan Theological Society 
Thirty-fourth Annual Meeting, Southern Nazarene University, March 5-6, 1999 

Bryan Stone, Boston University School of Theology 

Theology and Film in Postmodern Culture: 
A Dialogue with Fo"est Gump, Pulp Fiction, and Grand Canyon 

One of the many developments with which a Wesleyan theology must concern 
itself in a postmodern era is a constellation of changing cultural patterns and the way those 
patterns are now shaping a new role for religion and religious faith in human life. Popular 
film is clearly situated in the middle of these changing cultural patterns as it both reflects 
and helps form a postmodern outlook. Popular cinema reflects postmodern culture to the 
extent that it is successful in its appeal to increasingly shared presuppositions, attitudes, 
and values that can be called "postmodern." Popular cinema, however, also helps to form 
postmodern culture as its use of sound and images develops what may be called a 
"postmodern gaze." Indeed, one could argue that one of the most important 
characteristics of a postmodern culture where language is increasingly problematic is the 
transition to an image culture. 

Insofar as critical reflection on the Christian faith always requires attending closely 
to the "signs of the times," theology must find a way to enter into dialogue with popular 
cinema in order to better accomplish its task of engaging the world with the gospel in a 
way that is theoretically credible and practically liberating. Inasmuch as Christianity may 
no longer be understood as standing at the center of Western culture, new opportunities 
and challenges present themselves for becoming authentic individuals and communities of 
faith. 

I propose to consider three popular contemporary films - Fo"est Gump, Pulp 
Fiction, and Grand Canyon- as a means of(a) delineating several postmodern cultural 
patterns that shape and are shaped by popular film today, (b) entering into dialogue with 
these films from the standpoint of a Wesleyan theology of sin/evil, grace, and redemption, 
and ( c) suggesting some ways that the church may need to rethink its nature and mission 
given our current postmodern context. 


